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A New Board Member – As many know, the Board of Directors of LakeRidge Falls is composed, usually, of five 

members. During the Annual Meeting that took place in February of this year, the membership elected Kate Corning, 

Scott Sims, and Suzi Weinstein as the new directors to join the recumbent directors, Dr. Judy Buffa and Calvin Fitzgerald, 

as the 2021 Board. Unfortunately, Ms. Corning decided to resign from her position in early April which created a 

vacancy. Facing many ongoing challenges, the Board of Directors attempted to locate a replacement thereafter. 

We are happy to announce that after several weeks of consideration, Mrs. Nancy Blair, a long-time member of the 

Association who had served on several committees throughout the years, agreed to accept the Board’s invitation to join 

them. Therefore and during its last meeting that took place last week on Friday, the Board of Directors exercised its right 

under the Association governing documents, Article 3.6, Removal of Directors and Vacancies, i.e,[i]n the event of the 

death, disability, or resignation of a director, the Board may declare a vacancy and appoint a successor to fill the vacancy 

until the next annual meeting,” to appoint Mrs. Blair as the new member of the Board of Directors. 

We are sure all will join us in congratulating Mrs. Blair and wish her a successful and productive term.   

Dryer Vent Cleaning – An interesting story was shared with us recently by one of LakeRidge Falls’ long-time members. 

Recently, the resident noticed a roof leak in the house. Of course, the resident wasted no time and placed a service call 

with a local roofer to look into the matter. In an attempt to locate the leak, the resident advised us, the roofer had to go 

into the attic. What this vendor discovered next, the resident continued, was mind-boggling. Apparently, the dryer vent 

was not contacted or at least not connected properly to the rooftop exhaust vent. As a result, the hot air and lint from 

the dryer were emptying into the attic. One does not need to be an expert to know that filling the attic with lint is a fire 

hazard and that moisture from the hot air can damage the wood framing and ruin the attic insulation.  

You see, the member who brought this story to attention located this problem by luck, but what if it would not have 

been discovered?  It is therefore crucial that all members and residents of this community inspect their attics regularly. 

We encourage all to make sure that their dryer vent is connected properly to the roof exhaust vent which discharges the 

hot air away from the house. Therefore, we strongly recommend that members and residents take action on this matter 

and hire a professional and insured company to inspect this matter. 

This will be also a good idea to strongly suggest to all members and residents to clean and clear dryer vents themselves. 

Although most think that cleaning the lint filter regularly is enough, the fact of the matter is that a lot of the lint finds its 

way through the filter building up in the vent line. This prevents an inefficient airflow to the dryer vent which in return 

causes the dryer to work harder which produces more heat. Because lint is highly flammable, this can lead to a fire. As 

before, we also strongly recommend that members and residents act on this matter and hire a professional and insured 

company to clean their dryer vents. Please don’t overlook these two important matters. 

Post Orders – Also during its last meeting, the Board of Directors reviewed the recently updated and revised LakeRidge 

Falls’ Post Orders. For those who may not know, the Post Orders, in simple terms using a generalized analogy, are the 

operational manual for the Association gatehouse staff.  They define the duties, expectations, actions to be taken by the 

security officers as well as explain the residential access procedures and visitor policies.  Of course, the Post Orders are 



much more comprehensive than what was just described, but we are sure all should comprehend what they are all 

about. 

Back to our story, the Security Committee decided a few months ago to update the Post Orders because the last time 

they were updated was around 2013. As one can assume, reality has changed significantly since then. Here are just three 

short examples. Eight years ago, the Association did not face the issue of vendors using an emergency clicker. Therefore, 

there was a need to refine the policies of allowing emergency vehicles to enter the community without delay. Another 

example is the security cameras. Procedures had to be rewritten to explain what to do in the case of suspicious activity 

being noted by an officer. Finally, new technology has evolved in the past few years. Years back, the Association didn’t 

use the Radio Frequency Identification System (RFID), and online services such as Zillow.Com were not widely used. As a 

result, the Security Access Control Procedures had to be updated to address emerging new technologies. 

So, to make a long story short, the Security Committee worked hard to identify and address areas of opportunities. Once 

an agreeable version was reached, a copy was sent to Allied Universal Services for further review and approval. Once 

Allied Universal Services approved the proposed draft, the Security Committee met once again. After further 

consideration and deliberation, the Security Committee recommended that the Board of Directors adopt the proposed 

Post Orders. And indeed, the Board reviewed and approved the new 2021 Post Orders as presented. It will be a great 

opportunity to thank the members of the Security Committee who work relentlessly on this matter which should assist 

greatly in improving the security and safety of LakeRidge Falls residents.  

Emergency Pedestrian Gate – While Moss Integration Solutions (MIS), the Association’s gate maintenance company, 

repaired last week the emergency pedestrian gate, the problem reoccurred a few hours later. Therefore, and 

unfortunately, the pedestrian gate located at the end of Kariba Lake Terrace is once again locked. MIS reordered the 

defective part and this time around MIS is also planning on replacing several more components in the process. We, as 

always, will keep you posted.      

Have a healthy and safe weekend.  

Sincerely, 

Oded Neeman - CAM  
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